
 
 
The below procedures are provided to facilitate the sorting of the D-Day counters into the individual four Folio 
games or the D-Day Quad Boxed Game using the rules or the counter sheet PDF files that can be downloaded 
from the Decision Games E-rules site at . http://decisiongames.com/wpsite/e-rules/. 
 
Using the Rules: 
Each Folio game or exclusive rules for each individual beach scenario (if playing with the D-Day Quad Boxed 
Game) lists the units (set up and reinforcements) and type support markers (used for that scenario or Folio game)  

1) Sort the unit counters by nationality.  
a) For the Allies you will have two sets of counters, one for the Commonwealth forces and one for the US 
forces.  
b) For the Germans you will have one set that covers all four scenarios. 

2) Sort each nationality by divisional or (for the Commonwealth) by brigade commands. This is listed on the 
counter as parent formation (see exclusive rules 2.3). Most unit counters are noted by divisional/brigade 
organizations with a few independent counters. 
3) Select the Folio game or scenario you are sorting and set aside all combat units listed aside for both sides 
listed in section 11.0 and 14.2 of the exclusive rules. 
3) To sort the Support Fire Markers, consult 11.1.4 (German) and 11.2.6 (Allied) and sort the listed Support 
Fire Markers matching the number of markers with the correct support strength (2.3). 
4) Sort the Beach Markers matching the name on the counter with the appropriate Folio game title (i.e., 
Commonwealth beach markers shown as Gold and Juno belong to the D-Day Gold & Juno Beaches 
game/scenario). 
5) Each Allied nationality will only have to be sorted once, as when you have (for example) sorted out the 
counters for the Gold and Juno scenario, all remaining commonwealth counters belong to the Sword Beach 
game/scenario. This also works for the US forces in the Omaha and Utah Folio games and boxed edition 
scenarios. 

 
Using the downloaded counter manifest PDF sheets: 
Players may download and then print out the two pages of counters. Counters are divided into the four Folio 
games (for the Folio games) or the four beach scenarios for the boxed edition.  
The left side of the sheets depict the front of the counters with the right side depicting the back of the counters. 
Simply lay the sheets out and place the matching unit counters and markers on the front (left) side of each 
game/scenario section and place the matching support fire markers on the back (right) side of each 
game/scenario section.  
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